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Comics and graphic novels are a rich and varied art form 
that combine images and text in sequenced panels to 
tell a story. As one of the fastest growing text formats, 
they are a popular choice for students and offer an 
engaging alternative to more traditional articles and 
stories. When used with explicit teacher instruction, 
comics offer new opportunities for students to develop 
the literacy skills needed to meet the reading and 
writing demands of the curriculum.

There are many different genres of comics, including slice-
of-life, humorous, non-fiction, historical, science fiction, 
and of course, superheroes. This teacher support material 
(TSM) unpacks the conventions, metalanguage, and 
visual and written language features of comics to support 
teachers in their use of comics for literacy instruction.  

How do comics support literacy learning?

Comics frequently elicit increased motivation and engagement from students. They also provide many opportunities for students to develop 
their close-reading skills, including inferencing, critical thinking, and sequencing. Many comics published as part of the School Journal series have 
corresponding TSM that outline specific activities and supporting strategies for that text. However, amplified opportunities to develop reading 
strategies can be found across the format.  

DRAWING INFERENCES
• In comics, the illustrations are just as important as the 

text – if not more. Students should slow down and read the 
pictures as closely as they read the words. They need to “read 
between the lines” and infer from visual features such as 
linework, colour, framing, symbolism, facial expressions, and 
typography to make meaning. They also need to integrate this 
information with the written text.

• Comics consist of individual panels linked together in a 
sequence. To build understanding, students need to infer 
what takes place in the blank spaces between the panels (the 
gutters). In doing so, they create the movement and action 
necessary to bring the comic to life.  

• Students need to make inferences based on the context to 
interpret visual conventions, as these may change from comic 
to comic. For example, while some comics may use black and 
white to indicate something that has happened in the past, 
others may use black and white to convey atmosphere or 
tone. 

• The importance of drawing inferences when reading comics 
will help students to develop this strategy and apply it in more 
traditional texts. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS
• Comics present many opportunities for students to make 

connections to their own lives and to the wider world.  
As a synthesis of different media, they also draw heavily  
from film and television conventions. Students need to  
make connections to these mediums to make sense of what 
they’re reading, for example, the effect of a close-up or 
establishing shot.

SEQUENCING
• The sequential format of comics provides opportunities for students 

to develop their sequencing skills. The frame-by-frame progression 
supports their understanding of plot, pacing, structure, and setting.

VISUALISING
• When reading comics, students need to interpret a variety of visual 

language features (see pages 5–6). In doing so, they are supported to 
practise their visualising skills. These skills can then be used to help 
students create mental pictures when reading more traditional texts.

UNDERSTANDING COMPLEX PLOTS
• Comics frequently take advantage of their fluid structure to explore 

complex plots and themes. The combination of written and visual 
elements supports comprehension and offers many opportunities 
for different ideas to be linked or juxtaposed across space and time. 

SYNTHESISING INFORMATION
• Comics combine written text and visual images to convey meaning. 

When reading, students need to integrate the time sequence of 
written text with the spatial relations of visual images and synthesise 
this information with their prior knowledge to make meaning. 
They also need to navigate the different ways that the text and 
illustrations work together (for more information, see pages 6–7).
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TEACHING STRATEGIES

Comics combine a unique mix of literacy challenges. There are common strategies that can be used across all comics to support the 
development of students’ literacy progression.

•  Create or co-construct charts that document comic 
features and their purpose with students.

•  Use mini-lessons to focus on specific visual elements  
in comics.

• Provide opportunities for students to identify and 
understand complexities in comics by engaging in a 
scavenger hunt, where students locate specific features in 
the text and talk about them in small and whole groups.

• Discuss activities with your school librarian that 
showcase comics and graphic novels*. Identify comics 
and graphic novels which might appeal to students  
who need encouragement in developing a regular 
reading routine.

* Graphic novels are generally longer than comic books and have 
complete, non-serialised narratives. 

•  Provide extended time for students to closely explore the 
illustrations. Comics are often perceived by students as 
being easy and quick because of their limited use of text. 
This can cause students to overlook important details in 
the illustrations. Encourage the students to slow down 
and pay attention to every visual detail. Remind students 
of strategies such as re-reading, examining colour and 
line, noticing facial expressions, and looking across and 
within frames.

•  Have students discuss the comic in pairs or small groups. 
Students could record questions they have about the 
text as they read and then come together to negotiate 
the answers. Talking about their interpretations together 
can help students to notice visual and written language 
features they might otherwise overlook and arrive at a 
deeper level of understanding.

LEARNING PROGRESSION FRAMEWORKS

Comics provide unique opportunities for students to develop expertise and make progress in specific aspects of the reading and writing Learning 
Progression Frameworks (LPF). Reading aspects include “Making sense of text: using knowledge of text structure and features”, “Making sense of 
text: reading critically”, and “Reading for literary experience”.  Writing aspects include “Writing meaningful text: using knowledge of text structure 
and features” and “Creating texts for literary purposes”. 

Learning Progression Frameworks

https://instructionalseries.tki.org.nz/
https://curriculumprogresstools.education.govt.nz/lpf-tool/
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SCIENCE FICTION
The city droned, stifling and grey.

Tre stared at his new classroom, an unsteady flicker in his eyes.

There was 
one exception.

The class sat around 
piles of building blocks, 
each brick as white as 
a hospital sheet.

They dipped into 
the plastic, searching 
for the pieces they 
wanted.

6

Hushed, 
shame . . .

I bet his 
parents were 

hushed.

This is Tre from 
Region G. You’ll make 

him feel at home, 
won’t you, girls?

Wind Chimes,
School Journal Story Library, 
Level 4, 2017

by Paul Mason 
illustrations by Michel Mulipola

Tane checks the rad-monitor on 
his sun suit. It’s in the yellow – but 
creeping closer towards orange. 

The car graveyard spreads out on the 
other side of the ditch. Cars from ages 
ago when regular people still drove them. 
The graveyard belongs to the Mutts.

You don’t mess with the Mutts, 
everyone knows that.

The smell from the sludge 
in the ditch fills the air.

Frogs,
School Journal Story Library, 
Level 4, 2013

Well, as you know, your grandad Henare was a sheep farmer. He had 
some hill country, and then he had the swamp down by the river.

It’s called a 
wetland, Dad.

Some of our neighbours grazed their 
rams on the grass, but mostly the 

swamp was good for nothing.

People thought it was useless land. 
It was boggy in winter and grew 
raupo- and rank grass in summer. 

It wasn’t in those days. 
We just called it a swamp. 

We started climbing the first of the big hills that 
divided the city from the plains on the other side.4

The Bittern,
School Journal Story Library, 
Level 3, 2012

SLICE OF LIFE

 Lost in 
the Bush

by Serie Barford

Where’s PK?
It’s time to go.

Tēnā koutou 
katoa, tālofa lava, kia 

orana, fakaalofa lahi atu, 
tāloha ni, mālō e lelei, ni sa 

bula, greetings!

Where’s PK?
It’s time to go.

Wait for me!

Here he 
comes!

Sorry. 
I thought 
today was 
Saturday, 

Miss.

2

Welcome to
Te Awa reserve. Just remember the 

rules for staying 
safe in the bush.

Rule one: stay 
together. Rule two: 
stay on the track. 
Rule three: listen to 
your group leader.

Hi, I’m 
Terri.

And I’m Steve, and this is Rufus. We work 
for the Department of Conservation.

Here are your 
worksheets.

Look at all 
the trees and 
plants we have 

to find !

I hope we 
don’t get lost.

I didn’t 
know there 

were so many 
kinds of trees 

in the bush.

3

Lost in the Bush, 
School Journal, Level 2, 
November 2016

What types of comics are available in the School Journal series?

MEMOIR/BIOGRAPHY

Technically, I am only from one place.

I was born in New Zealand, as were both my parents. 

But my grandmother came here 
from a land across the sea.

In some ways, things are 
easier for me.

My features are ambiguous …

and my accent blends 
smoothly with the current 
of voices around me.

I rarely get the dreaded question,  
“No, where are you really from?”

My dad has no choice. He has his 
grandfather’s Japanese face.

But still, there 
is this part of 

me that people 
misunderstand.

They want to dress me up in 
armour and swords and blood ...

or cast me in chrome 
as the product of some 
imaginary superfuture.

I feel like a badly 
translated haiku that 
doesn’t mean the 
same in English.

43

Something Alive, 
School Journal, Level 4,  
June 2018

MY DAD GREW UP IN THE KURDISH PART OF  
TURKEY. HIS PEOPLE WANTED INDEPENDENCE,  
AND THERE WAS FIGHTING. AS PUNISHMENT,  
IT BECAME ILLEGAL TO HAVE A KURDISH  
NAME OR TO SPEAK KURDISH IN PUBLIC.  
IT WAS ILLEGAL TO PLAY KURDISH MUSIC ... 
EVERYTHING KURDISH WAS BANNED!

SO THAT’S WHERE MY PARENTS MET, IN IRAN. 
THEY GOT MARRIED AND HAD TWO KIDS. THEY 
ALSO BEGAN TO PROTEST FOR KURDISH RIGHTS. 

THEN LIFE BECAME TOO DANGEROUS FOR MY 
PARENTS IN IRAN, SO THEY CRAMMED INTO THE 
BACK OF A TRUCK WITH THEIR CHILDREN AND 
CROSSED THE BORDER INTO PAKISTAN. THEY 
DECLARED THEMSELVES REFUGEES.

THEY WERE TOLD IT WOULD  
TAKE SIX MONTHS BEFORE  
THEY WERE RESETTLED.

THINGS GOT SO BAD THAT MY  
DAD HAD TO ESCAPE INTO IRAN. 

MUM WAS FROM THE KURDISH PART  
OF IRAQ. HER VILLAGE WAS BOMBED, 
AND HER MOTHER WAS KILLED.

MUM’S FAMILY ALSO FLED TO  
IRAN. THEY WALKED WITH  
MANY OTHER KURDS WHOSE  
VILLAGES HAD BEEN BOMBED.

HOW ARE YOU?
UH ... MY NAME IS 

REZ.
SHE’S LIKE A ROBOT! 
“MY NAME IS REZ. 
MY NAME IS REZ.” 

MY FAMILY IS KURDISH.  
WE COME FROM KURDISTAN.  
THIS ISN’T A COUNTRY YOU’LL 
FIND ON A MAP. IT’S A REGION 
WHERE THE KURDS HAVE 
ALWAYS LIVED.

THAT’S ME IN THE MIDDLE. WHY ARE 
THOSE OTHER KIDS LAUGHING AT ME? 
WELL, IT’S KIND OF A LONG STORY. 
LET ME EXPLAIN.

WE’VE NEVER HAD  
OUR OWN HOMELAND. 
THIS HAS MADE LIFE 
TOUGH FOR US.

42

My Name is Rez,
School Journal, Level 3, 
November 2017

SCIENCE

  

 

 

 

 

At first, Betty studied home science and 
English literature. Because she was a woman, it 
was expected she would take these subjects. 
She quickly changed to zoology and botany.

She did very well. 

In 1941, Betty was awarded a scholarship to 
study in the United Kingdom. But the world 
was at war. No passenger ships were sailing.

Betty was asked by the Medical Research 
Council to study agricultural parasites – 
organisms that cause diseases in livestock.

In New Zealand, there was a need for 
scientific research that supported the war 
effort. With most of the country‛s working 
men at war, women like Betty were in demand. 

It‛s so frustrating. I feel I‛m  
on the brink of a new life – and  

to have that taken away …

Did you hear? Betty‛s done a 
clean sweep of all the prizes – 
left nothing for the rest of us!

What a waste.  
She‛ll only go and 

get married.

12

Betty‛s friend Lucy Cranwell was the Curator 
of Botany at the Auckland Museum. As 
curator, she collected native plants and 
designed new exhibitions. She also wrote 
a guide for troops to help them find edible 
foods in the Pacific.

Another friend – Lucy Moore – was responsible 
for figuring out which native seaweeds could 
produce agar. Agar is a gel used by scientists 
to grow micro-organisms on flat circular plates 
called petri dishes.

The war was opening up opportunities for 
younger women too. Nancy Adams left school 
and worked with Lucy Moore. Her botanical 
illustrations increased people‛s understanding 
of many native plants and algae.

When the war ended, Betty was finally 
able to take up her scholarship. 

Professor Eccles, I‛ve decided to use  
my Shirtcliffe Fellowship to study at the 
Marine Biology Lab in Plymouth, England.

Betty wasn‛t alone. All over New Zealand, 
women were stepping into roles previously 
held by men – from scientific research to 
political speech writing. 

13

Betty Batham: Biologist,
Shifting Views, Connected, 
Level 3, 2019 

9

The Subantarctic Islands,  
School Journal, Level 3,  
August 2017

HUMOUR

2 3

Miri & Raru,
School Journal, Level 3,  
October 2015

One day, you may need 
to befriend a lion or 
impress a dolphin.

and dolphins can’t taste 
savoury things, so making 
them cheese scones is a 

waste of effort.

Unfortunately, 
lions can’t taste sweet 
things, so buying them 

lollies is a waste 
of money …

Speechless,
School Journal, Level 3,  
May 2019

AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND HISTORY

PART 1: BEFORE TE TIRITI 

Missionaries from England, and 
later France, followed to spread 
Christianity.

Traders also arrived to load 
their ships with timber and 
flax to sell overseas.

For over five hundred 
years, Māori had Aotearoa  
to themselves. 

In the 1790s, Pākehā 
came to hunt seals  
and whales.

Then, in 1769, Captain Cook arrived.

3

Te Tiriti o Waitangi,
School Journal Story Library, 
Level 4, 2018

Otago, 1865  
Jacob is helping his mother when Ah Sum calls by. 
Ah Sum hauls his sacks through the town, selling 
his vegetables door to door.

The old man bows his head 
and lowers his pole..

Mrs Bishop talks as if Ah Sum isn’t there. 
Her son, William, beats their carpet.

They look good.They look good.

I don’t know how you 
can eat that muck.

It’s called bok choy, 
Mrs Bishop.

Thank you, 
Ah Sum.

Otago, 1865Bok ChoyBok Bok ChoyChoy
by Paul Mason

illustrations by Ant Sang

Bok Choy,
School Journal Story Library,  
Level 3, 2015
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Comics are broken down into 
individual sections called 
panels or frames. Each panel 
contains one piece of action.

Panels are read from left 
to right and progress 
down the page in a zigzag 
direction.

Panels are often 
surrounded by 
rectangular borders. 

The spaces between the 
panels are called gutters. 
They indicate where one 
action ends and another 
begins.

The shape of the speech 
bubble can indicate 
how the character is 
talking. For example, a 
jagged, spikey speech 
bubble indicates that a 
character is shouting. 
Alternatively, a cloud 
shaped speech bubble 
signifies a character’s 
thoughts. 

There are three forms of 
text commonly found in 
comics: speech bubbles, 
captions, and sound 
effects. Generally, you 
should read the text from 
top to bottom. If the text 
is about the same height, 
you should read from left 
to right.

A caption usually appears in a box separate to the 
illustration. It often contains the story’s narration, 
either in first or third person, but can also contain 
a character’s thoughts or dialogue. 

A speech bubble contains 
a character’s dialogue and 
is linked directly to the 
illustration.

Sound effects use 
onomatopoeia to 
indicate sound. They 
are not contained within 
a speech bubble or 
caption. 

A panel usually consists of 
text and images, although 
not always together. 
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How do you read a comic?
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Colour - the colour palette of a comic has a strong influence on the story. It can shape the tone, indicate a shift in time or location, or 
focus the reader’s attention on a particular detail.

Detail - different levels of detail can affect the tone of a story or direct the reader’s attention. For example, stripped back illustrations 
can feel quieter and more focused, while highly detailed images can feel louder and more expressive or realistic.

Reading a comic is a different experience to reading a written text. While they can appear simple on the surface, comics require the reader to 
incorporate a range of complex and sophisticated visual and written language features. Encourage students to slow down and read the illustrations 
as closely as they read the text.

Icons - an icon is any image that is used to represent a person, place, thing, or idea. All comics are told using icons, and they can range 
in style from being hyper-realistic to highly abstract. In all cases, icons represent a simplified version of reality. This allows the illustrator 
to influence what the reader focuses on and amplify the importance of the details that are included. The ability of comics to focus the 
reader’s attention towards a specific purpose is part of what makes them such a successful storytelling medium.

Visual features: What to look out for
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Suzie and the Space Nuts,
School Journal, Part 2, 
Number 1, 2000

I knew Don meant the goldminers’ strike in Waihī in 1912. 
Don had worked in the Martha Mine with my dad. We liked 
to talk about home and the good old days, which Don said 
weren’t that good at all. He was dead right.

Don’s eyes had 
closed, and he didn’t 
answer. So I waited, 
remembering.

Don’t say 
that. You’ll be 
all right, mate.

What is it? 

It’s about 
the strike.

No, listen, 
Billy. There’s 
something … 
something 
I’ve got 
to tell you 
before I go.

What about 
the strike, 
Don?

4
In the End,
School Journal Story Library,  
Level 3, 2014

I often feel 
like I’m not 
enough …

as if the dilution of 
my blood makes 
me less somehow.

But that’s not how heritage works. I can trace my 
lineage back over a thousand years …

to a shrine in a little bamboo 
town my grandmother once 
called home.

It hasn’t always been easy, but she’s made a good life here.

She encourages me to 
read more Japanese.

I tell her about my efforts  
to learn about Japan.

Now my grandmother 
calls New Zealand home.

When I’m feeling lost,  
I have my family.

And I have my grandmother.

I’m learning.

I’m trying.

46

Something Alive, 
School Journal, Level 4,  
June 2018

9

Miri & Raru,
School Journal, Level 3,  
October 2015

Tre remembers the Voids’ boots. 
It was a normal day, just like any other. 
No one could have seen it coming . . .

4

“The sun was 
shining on the sea, shining 

with all his might.”

Give in or 
get hushed!

Just do 
what they say, 

everyone!

He remembers the sound of wood splintering, the open book flying through the air . . .

Everything destroyed in minutes, as if they had done it a thousand times before.

On your 
knees! 

Wind Chimes,
School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2017

Come out 
with your 
passport 

now!

Right on, 
little 

brother.

… and we did our 
own dawn raid.

Wakey 
wakey!!!!

I’m 
calling 

the 
police!

Now they know 
what a dawn 

raid’s like!

14

Once a Panther,
School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2019

Two days later, there was a pause 
in the fighting. I went to the field 
hospital to see how Don was doing. 

When I told the nurse his name, 
she didn’t need to say anything. 
The truth was in her face.

I’m a 
goner, Billy.

3

In the End,
School Journal Story Library,  
Level 3, 2014

Looking 
for this?

The Mutts!! 

Hey, Repo. 
Look who it is.

Looks like 
you just got 

bounced, Tane. 

He’s got 
nothing to take. 

No credits!

No escape!!

No Mr Nicholson 
to cover for you 

out here. 

Grab him!

Check his bag.
What a 
joke!

9

Frogs,
School Journal Story Library, 
Level 4, 2013

Jacob fl ails his arms. He tries to stand. Finally, he spins round 
on his back and faces 
downriver, the cold 
squeezing his lungs. 

Dark shapes loom close. Rocks — if he can only get to them! 

Jacob tries to swim. But the rocks come too 
soon — he’s got it wrong —  
and his body slams against 
a wall of stone. 

4

Bok Choy,
School Journal Story Library,  
Level 3, 2015
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Shape - the shape and size of a panel can indicate the importance of a scene, shape the reader’s perception of time, signify a dream or thought, or 
indicate the relationship between panels. The size of a panel can also signify how much attention should be paid to the illustration.
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Visual features: What to look out for

It was a 
real riot.

These cops will 
sort them out.

The whole 
world is 

watching!

ThThThThThThTheeee e cocococococc pspspspspsps www wwwwererererereerenenenenenenen’t’ttt l lllllikikikikkkeeee ee ananananaany y y y yy popopopopopoolililililicecececececece I IIIIII’d’ddd eee eeeveveveveveveverrrr rr
seseseenenen b bb b feffefororore.e.e   ThThThTheyeyeyy w wwererere e e weweweararariining g g g hhehhellmlm tettets s s
anananand ddd cacacacarrrrrrrryiyiyiyingngngng bbbbatatatatonononons.s.s.s.

11Game Over, 
School Journal, Part 4, Number 2, 2011

5

Miri & Raru,
School Journal, Level 3, October 2015

From 1845 to 1872, Māori and the British 
fought a series of battles known as the 
New Zealand Wars. 

As punishment for “rebelling” against 
the government, the British took over a 
million hectares of land from some iwi. 

Māori called the court “te kōti tango 
whenua” (the land-taking court).

Pākehā called this confiscation.
Māori used another word: 
raupatu – taken by force.

Māori also had land taken through the Native Land 
Court system, set up in 1865. The court changed 
the way Māori land was owned to make it easier  
for Pākehā settlers to buy. 

11

Te Tiriti o Waitangi,
School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2018

Expression - the expression on a character’s face shows the reader how the character is feeling. Characters’ feelings are often not stated, so taking 
the time to notice their expressions is important.

I DON’T THINK KIDS KNEW HOW MEAN THEY 
WERE BEING, BUT THE TEASING MADE IT 
REALLY HARD FOR ME TO FIT IN.

SOMETIMES WHEN ONE PERSON TEASED ME, 
OTHERS WOULD LAUGH AND JOIN IN.  

IT WASN’T ALL BAD. I SOON REALISED THAT 
SCHOOL IN NEW ZEALAND COULD BE DIFFERENT 
IN A GOOD WAY.

NETBALL WAS AWESOME FOR MY MUM TOO.  
IN PAKISTAN, SHE’D ORGANISE PROTESTS ON 
THE WEEKENDS. NOW SHE WATCHED ME PLAY 
SPORT. IT WAS SO NICE FOR HER.

MY FIRST TEACHER WAS SO KIND AND SUPPORTIVE, 
AND I WAS SURPRISED. I WAS USED TO GETTING 
PUNISHED IF I GOT AN ANSWER WRONG. 
I THOUGHT THAT WAS HOW YOU LEARNT!

ONCE I KNEW I DIDN’T HAVE TO BE SCARED, I REALLY 
ENJOYED SCHOOL. AFTER ONE YEAR, I WENT FROM  
NOT SPEAKING ANY ENGLISH TO BEING MOVED TO A 
SPECIAL CLASS FOR TALENTED KIDS!

AND SOON I FOUND OTHER WAYS TO ACCESS 
KIWI CULTURE, LIKE JOINING THE SCHOOL KAPA 
HAKA GROUP.

IT TURNED OUT THAT MAORI CULTURE WAS 
SIMILAR TO KURDISH CULTURE. MY FRIENDS 
SOMETIMES TOOK ME TO THEIR MARAE, AND  
I LOVED IT.

AND OF COURSE I HAD TO START AT 
ANOTHER NEW SCHOOL AND LEARN MY 
FOURTH LANGUAGE!

I DIDN’T SPEAK ANY ENGLISH, AND I DIDN’T  
KNOW ANY KIDS. IT WAS REALLY INTIMIDATING. 

IN THE CAMP, I’D LEARNT TO SAY ONE THING IN ENGLISH:  
“MY NAME IS REZ.” SO WHEN PEOPLE ASKED, “HOW ARE  
YOU?” I WOULD REPLY, “MY NAME IS REZ.” KIDS TEASED
ME SO BADLY BECAUSE OF THAT!

I MADE A FRIEND UP THE ROAD WHO GOT  
ME INTO PLAYING NETBALL. THAT WAS SO  
GREAT FOR ME - GIRLS DIDN’T PLAY SPORT  
IN PAKISTAN.
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My Name is Rez, School Journal, Level 3, November 2017

The whole world 
will be watching …

Will it, though? 
That seems like it 

would raise a lot of 
privacy issues.

Teachers 
have enough
to deal with.

Besides, you love school. 
You say it’s “a castle of 

learning built on a mountain 
of good study habits” …

to quote the poem 
you wrote last year.

and judging.

It is! 
That’s my point!

I’m scared.

12

That is not 
a mountain of good 

study habits.
So where are 

you at?

My original topic 
was digestion. 

But th
en I kind of 

got distracted. 

I’ve been clicking 

links …

for hours.

Hovercrafts! 

Their inventor 

had a digestive 

system.

Harry Potter! 

He had a 

magical 

digestive 

system.

STOP! You’re 
making me feel ill.

Pirates! 
They had  
digestive 
systems.

I just have 
to put it all 
together.

14

Speechless, School Journal, Level 3, May 2019

Framing - each illustration is drawn from a particular angle or perspective. Different angles lend themselves to different purposes, so pay 
attention to what the illustrator has chosen to show. For example, long-distance shots are often used to establish a location, while close-ups allow 
the illustrator to communicate emotion.
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up. A moment later, and they are hidden. 

From up ahead, 
they hear a noise.

A rattle in the wind. 

Suddenly, Tre sees something 
in the trees. He points it out, 
his arm trembling.

They guide the boat upstream. 
The water is clear and still .
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Bring the oars in. 

We’re almost there.

Dad found this 
place looking for 

tuna one day.

Wind chimes.

It’s like a secret – 
you’d never know 

it was here . . .

Shh!  

A clunk.
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Wind Chimes,
School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2017

15

A large gathering like this had not been seen on Rēkohu for a long 
time.  Our people only met in this way to discuss matters of the 
greatest importance.  Now was such a time.  Under the shelter of the 
kopi trees, the solemn meeting began.  The younger men were the 
fi rst to speak. 

Our people hoped that these newcomers would 
eventually leave.  But they did not.  So the elders 
called a council of all tchakat henu men.  It is said 
that nearly a thousand, including 160 ieriki-ieriki, 
gathered at Te Awapātiki.

Three Days at Te Awapātiki,
School Journal, Part 4, Number 3, 2010

But still, there 
is this part of 

me that people 
misunderstand.

They want to dress me up in 
armour and swords and blood ...

or cast me in chrome 
as the product of some 
imaginary superfuture.

I feel like a badly 
translated haiku that 
doesn’t mean the 
same in English.

43

Something Alive, 
School Journal, Level 4, June 2018

Gutters - comics require readers to make inferences and connections between panels using their imaginations. This is where the comic comes 
alive – in the spaces between the panels.

It was a similar story for the Germans. Whatever way you look at 
it – and whatever side you were on – that’s an awful lot of heroes.

The Battle of Arras lasted just over a month. Some said it was a 
victory for our side. But we heard later that over 150 000 of our 
men were killed or injured. 

Sky-High, 
School Journal, Level 4, June 2014

Sheesh, PK. The birds are 
in the sky. You’re looking at 

their reflections.

Time to move on. 
It’s uphill from here, 

and it’s slippery. 
Be careful.

I could run through 
that bush to find the 
nearest takeaway, 

no sweat.
Yeah, right ... how’s your 

worksheet going, Fatu? I’ve 
done nīkau, rangiora, ponga ...

Mrs Lakatani!

Aaaaaaah!Aaaaaaah!

Look at 
those birds in 
the stream.

Oh! I was so busy looking  
I forgot to draw.

Ewww! 
My shoes 

are muddy!

4

I’m fast – I’ll go 
and get help!

Rule 
number two: 

stay together.

That’s rule number 
one. I’m going. COME BACK, 

FATU! 

Oh, my leg hurts!
I don’t think I can walk.

Are you all 
right, Miss?

5

Lost in the Bush,
School Journal, Level 2, November 2016

And we already 
learnt about 

digestion in class. 
You were there!

Well, yes – but I might 
have been thinking about 

something else.

Sometimes I replay 
movies in my head.

It keeps 
me out of 
trouble.

Writing a speech 
in the middle of the 
night is not keeping 

out of trouble.

I wish we could 
combine our powers. 

Your ridiculous
confidence …

alongside my basic 
ability to concentrate 
on one thing at a time.

We’d have a 
super-brain!

Well, it beats 
dreaming about 
yodelling frogs.

Speechless,
School Journal, Level 3, May 2019
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Within a single panel, the text and illustrations can interact in different ways. For example:

The illustrations can directly illustrate the text

The illustrations can amplify the message in the text

The text can add sound to the illustrations

The text and illustrations can tell two stories 
simultaneously that combine to communicate 
something bigger together. 

17

* Our only choice is to go to battle and destroy them!

However, the younger men argued 
that the Law of Nunuku was meant 
to protect us from destroying each 
other.  Now we were under threat 
from outsiders – and to do nothing 
would be disastrous.

During this time, two unexpected 
visitors – Meremere and Nga Pe, chiefs 
of the invaders – arrived at Te Awapātiki.

More than ever, the younger men argued for 
war, especially since Meremere and Nga Pe 
now knew what the gathering was about.

The talking lasted well into 
the night … 

… and throughout the following day, with 
many voices adding to the discussion. 

Me rangataua! 
Me hokongaro! *

Three Days at Te Awapātiki, School Journal, Part 4, Number 3, 2010 Our cousin next door 
wasn't so lucky.

He doesn’t 
have a visa.

It was really cold that morning, but they 
didn’t let him put on a shirt – or shoes. They just threw him in jail.

How many 
people live 

here?

Feke!

No, please!  
Leave my son!  

He’s a good boy!

11
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Once a Panther, School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2019

5

Miri & Raru, School Journal, Level 3, October 2015

Dad could see only a few islands, 
far away on the horizon.

Dad had managed to grab 
one flipper when the boat 
sank. He put it on and began 
to swim.

Oh, no!

19

Shipwrecked, School Journal, Level 2, October 2013

Tre remembers the Voids’ boots. 
It was a normal day, just like any other. 
No one could have seen it coming . . .

4

“The sun was 
shining on the sea, shining 

with all his might.”

Give in or 
get hushed!

Just do 
what they say, 

everyone!

He remembers the sound of wood splintering, the open book flying through the air . . .

Everything destroyed in minutes, as if they had done it a thousand times before.

On your 
knees! 

Wind Chimes, School Journal, Story Library, Level 4, 2017

Technically, I am only from one place.

I was born in New Zealand, as were both my parents. 

But my grandmother came here 
from a land across the sea.

In some ways, things are 
easier for me.

My features are ambiguous …

and my accent blends 
smoothly with the current 
of voices around me.

I rarely get the dreaded question,  
“No, where are you really from?”

My dad has no choice. He has his 
grandfather’s Japanese face.

But still, there 
is this part of 

me that people 
misunderstand.

They want to dress me up in 
armour and swords and blood ...

or cast me in chrome 
as the product of some 
imaginary superfuture.

I feel like a badly 
translated haiku that 
doesn’t mean the 
same in English.

43

Something Alive, School Journal, Level 4, June 2018

A few days later ...

Give us 
the bullet!

Get lost, James. 
It’s mine!

8

The Bullet, School Journal Story Library, Years 7–8, 2011

Dad acted weird.

He usually never missed a big game. 

I guess his heart wasn’t in it any 
more.  Dad didn’t watch the rest 
of the Springbok matches.

So that was 1981.  
The Year of Confusion.

But not just for our family.  
Heaps of wh-anau argued about 
the tour - but heaps were also 
like us and just didn’t want to 
talk about it.  Too painful.  
Too confusing.  

But it sure stuck 
in my head.

Where are all the 
protesters?

The following Saturday …

BBrrrrrrmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Brrrmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Game Over, School Journal, Part 4, Number 2, 2011

PART 3: AFTER TE TIRITI
Before 1840, almost all the land and natural 
resources of Aotearoa belonged to Māori. 
Chiefs who signed Te Tiriti were told that unless 
they decided otherwise, this wouldn’t change.

Remember, Māori were guaranteed tino 
rangatiratanga – absolute authority – over 
their land, villages, and taonga. But it didn’t 
turn out that way.

After Te Tiriti was signed, the governor and his officials encouraged Māori 
to sell their land. In Māori society, land was owned by an entire iwi or hapū. 
The Crown bought it for a low price, often without the full permission of  
the group. Then they resold it to Pākehā settlers for a profit.

More and more Pākehā arrived in New Zealand. Many of 
them wanted land, and there was often conflict. Māori 
wanted to keep control of their land, as promised in  
Te Tiriti. Some iwi refused to sell. But the government 
was determined to get what it wanted.

10

Te Tiriti o Waitangi, School Journal Story Library, Level 4, 2018
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There are also a range of different connections a reader will need to make between panels. Here are four of the most common transiti
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